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The Culture Collections – a Public Health
England biological resource centre
The Culture Collections is a Biological Resource Centre (BRC) operated by
Public Health England (PHE) that provides many thousands of authenticated
microorganisms and cell lines for use in biomedical research and diagnostic testing.
The biological resources and associated services provided by Culture Collections
underpin the importance placed by PHE on meaningful scientific results in protecting
and improving people’s health.

The four culture collections operated
by PHE are:
• National Collection of Type Cultures (NCTC) – bacteria of medical importance
• National Collection of Pathogenic Viruses (NCPV) – clinically important viruses
• National Collection of Pathogenic Fungi (NCPF) – clinically significant fungi
• European Collection of Authenticated Cell Cultures (ECACC) – human and animal
cell lines
Together, these four collections form one of the world’s largest BRCs, and it is
uniquely placed in being able to draw on support from the wealth of expertise
throughout our organisation.
We recognise that the true value of the collections lies not only in the
microorganisms and cell lines but also in the information about those biological
resources, such as when and where they were collected, their unique features and
potential uses. We have extensive databases that store all the relevant metadata
information pertinent to our collections. Our role is to protect and develop the
collections by interacting with users so that they benefit from the biological
materials and we benefit from their expertise. All the PHE collections are developed,
managed and maintained by highly trained, dedicated staff operating according to
internationally recognised quality standards including certification to ISO 9001:2008
certification and ISO 17025:2005 accreditation.
Scientists worldwide use the PHE biological resources and their associated services.
Our specialists are ready to provide efficient and prompt custom services to match
the requirements of the most exacting scientists.
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Introduction to the National
Collection of Pathogenic Viruses
The National Collection of Pathogenic Viruses (NCPV) includes hundreds of
authenticated viruses relevant to human health that we supply for use in the
biomedical community. We are also able to provide nucleic acid derived from
the extensive collection of more than 400 viruses. As part of PHE, NCPV
has been able to develop particular expertise, in partnership with colleagues
throughout PHE’s National Infection Service, in preserving and distributing
those viruses that are responsible for current and emerging infectious
diseases. These include Rift Valley fever virus, severe acute respiratory
syndrome (SARS) virus and Zika virus, as well as viruses requiring the highest
containment such as Ebola virus.
The collection was established in 1999 although many of the viruses were
initially isolated before then. A proportion of the virus cultures require handling at
UK biosafety containment levels 3 or 4 and most are provided as cryopreserved
(frozen) cell-cultured virus stocks. We provide information about available NCPV
cultures in our online catalogue www.phe-culturecollections.org.uk/ncpv
and our technical support team is always happy to offer guidance on virus
culture and biosafety requirements.
NCPV also provides several services including safe deposit storage of viruses
for scientists who need a secure reliable back-up system for their own
storage facilities. We also store and undertake viability testing on virus patent
deposits on behalf of the European Collection of Authenticated Cell Cultures
(ECACC). We always try very hard to match your expectations and often we
exceed them.
NCPV participates in collaborative projects and contract research/developmental
work with colleagues within PHE as well as external stakeholders including
academic and commercial partners, particularly by providing expertise in
handling and dispatching high containment pathogens or their nucleic acid.
We are able to provide our services worldwide. There are established national
and international biosecurity and transport regulations for the provision of
micro-organisms that we must always adhere to which ensure that people
who receive NCPV strains do so safely.
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Who uses NCPV strains?
We provide authenticated human pathogenic viruses and derived nucleic acid products to
research scientists worldwide.

Academia
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Why use our strains?
It is not cost effective to procure biological materials from colleagues even though some
scientists still adhere to this practice. One key reason for the retraction of a publication is
that the biological materials used are shown to be unauthentic. NCPV can provide:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a wide range of authenticated human pathogenic viruses, some that are unique to our collection
expert advice and technical support
robust quality control procedures to authenticate the viruses
a nucleic acid service
a website that allows search by virus name and family
fast delivery through our global distribution network
a custom service
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Quality control and authenticity
of our strains
Although scientists tend to be careful when selecting instruments, kits
and reagents for their research or test procedures, they often overlook
the importance of sourcing and managing their virus strains and biological
materials. Some estimates indicate that up to 70% of microbial strains used in
published research are not from recognised culture collections, which means
that tens of thousands of scientists may be using strains for research without
proper authentication and provenance. This is possibly because there is a
perception that authenticated biological materials are expensive or difficult to
handle and store.
There are serious implications associated with reporting misleading results
and reaching unfounded conclusions that can arise from the use of incorrect
or unauthenticated strains above and beyond the waste of time and
economic resources. For example, the authors of a paper on Dengue virus
vaccine design published in PNAS in 2014 needed to issue a retraction after
discovering that their experimental Dengue virus was contaminated. The
authors must be commended for issuing their retraction.
All cultures received in our NCPV laboratory for inclusion in the collection
are prepared as cultured stocks which are generated in such a way as to
ensure that the number of subcultures (passages) is kept to a minimum. This
reduces the risk of genetic mutations occurring. The NCPV team undertakes
quality control tests for every batch that includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

confirmation of viability
sterility – no bacterial contamination
mycoplasma status
identification by PCR
authentication by partial genome sequencing
whole genome sequences are also available for some of the NCPV viruses

NCPV produces a Certificate of Analysis for every batch that provides
information about the passage history and results of the quality control tests
undertaken so scientists can be confident about the authenticity of their strains.
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Range of strains available
Flaviviruses
Japanese encephalitis virus (JEV) is the major cause of viral encephalitis in
Southeast Asia. Vaccination of domestic pigs has been suggested as a “one
health” strategy to reduce viral disease transmission to humans. An NCPV
strain of JEV (G3 strain Nakayama) was used by de Wispelaere et al to help
assess the efficiency of two lentiviral TRIP/JEV vectors at eliciting a protective
humoral response in a mouse model and in piglets1.
Flaviviruses are positive-sense single-stranded enveloped RNA viruses
transmitted by arthropods, primarily mosquitoes and ticks. We offer a wide
range of Flaviviruses that are pathogenic to humans including Dengue
viruses (serotypes 1, 2, 3 and 4), JEVs, West Nile viruses, Yellow Fever
viruses and Zika viruses.
Adenoviruses
Bonot et al cultured a human adenovirus (HAdV) from NCPV in human
embryonic kidney cells (HEK) cells to develop an immune real-time PCR
detection test, in response to the limitations of common diagnostic tests in
detecting low virus concentrations in stool samples2.
HAdVs are non-enveloped icosahedral double-stranded DNA viruses ranging
in size between 80 and 110nm in diameter. They can cause a range of
symptoms including sore throat, bronchitis and pneumonia, diarrhoea and
gastroenteritis and neurological disease. HAdVs rarely cause serious illness
or death although people with weakened immune systems have a higher risk
of developing more serious illness from an adenovirus infection.
NCPV provides more than 25 different authenticated adenoviruses and we
continue to add to our collection.

1 de Wispelaere M, Ricklin M, Souque P, Frenkiel M-P, Paulous S, Garcia-Nicolas O, et al.
(2015) A Lentiviral Vector Expressing Japanese Encephalitis Virus-like Particles Elicits Broad
Neutralizing Antibody Response in Pigs. PLoS Negl Trop Dis 9(10): e0004081.
doi:10.1371/journal. pntd.0004081
2 Bonot S, Ogorzaly L, El Moualij B, Zorzi W, Cauchie HM. (2014) Detection of small amounts of human
adenoviruses in stools: comparison of a new immuno real-time PCR assay with classical tools. Clin Microbiol 		
Infect. 2014 Dec;20(12):O1010-6. doi: 10.1111/1469-0691.12768
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Range of strains available
Togaviruses
NCPV viruses have been used to investigate the antiviral effect of a small
molecular inhibitor, T-705 which is also known as favipiravir, on Chikungunya
virus. The results of the study are thought to be of value in designing potent
broad-spectrum antivirals.
Chikungunya is a mosquito-borne viral disease that causes a range of
symptoms that include fever and severe joint pain; there is currently no
effective cure. It was first described in Tanzania and the name “chikungunya”
is derived from the Kimakonde language, meaning “to become contorted”
which reflects how sufferers tend to stoop due to their painful joints. The
disease occurs in Africa, Asia, the Indian subcontinent and more recently,
transmission has been reported in Europe and the Caribbean, and Central
and Southern American countries.
Bunyaviruses
Public Health England scientists were the first to confirm the presence of a
Hanta-like virus in the UK following the diagnosis of a Seoul-like virus in a
patient with an acute kidney injury. This led to the discovery of a previously
undescribed Hantavirus in the north-west of England and the virus was
rapidly made available to the scientific community through NCPV3.
Hantaviruses are rodent-borne, zoonotic (acquired from animals) viruses.
They cause two serious infections in humans; ‘haemorrhagic fever with renal
syndrome’ (HFRS) and ‘hantavirus pulmonary syndrome’ (HPS). There are
several different Hantaviruses; some are present in Europe and Asia, others
occur primarily in North and South America.

3 Jameson LJ, Logue CH, Atkinson B, Baker N, Galbraith SE, Carroll MW, Brooks T, Hewson R.
The continued emergence of hantaviruses: isolation of a Seoul virus implicated in human disease,
United Kingdom, October 2012. Euro Surveill. 2013 Jan 3;18(1):4-7.
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Biosecurity and containment
Working with dangerous pathogens enables us to understand better how
infectious diseases of humans and animals develop and spread, which is
essential if we are to develop effective treatments and vaccines against them.
Public Health England is a world-leading contributor to research on human
pathogens and through NCPV makes authenticated viruses available to the
wider scientific community to support research in other organisations that will
help to protect and improve people’s health.
At NCPV everyone who requests a dangerous pathogen must register their
details with us to ensure that all terms for supply of that virus are met. This
includes end-user details, laboratory containment and licence details to
ensure our viruses are only supplied to approved laboratories.
In the United Kingdom biosecurity is covered by measures set out in the
Anti-terrorism, Crime and Security Act 2001 (ATCSA), which are implemented
by the National Counter-Terrorism Security Office (NaCTSO). The ATCSA
requires security measures to be imposed at laboratories in the UK that hold
certain dangerous pathogens and toxins (as listed in Schedule 5 of the Act).
There are approximately 400 laboratories that are required to register under
the legislation, including universities and hospital laboratories. Many of
these licensed facilities, including NCPV, work on emerging or re-emerging
microorganisms such as Coronaviruses or pandemic Influenza viruses.
Our staff understand the importance of biosecurity and the requirements
that must be met to ensure that infectious human viruses are sent only to
approved laboratories.
Animal pathogens are also controlled under SAPO (Specified Animal
Pathogens Order) 2008. NCPV holds many of the viruses listed as
specified animal pathogens and understands the control and containment
requirements needed to prevent their release or escape into the environment
where they may cause serious disease to animals or humans. Licences under
SAPO are required for holding the listed viruses or transferring them to the
UK airports to be dispatched abroad. Laboratories in the UK requiring viruses
listed under SAPO regulations must hold a valid SAPO licence. Nucleic acid
derived from an animal pathogen may also be controlled under SAPO 2008.
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Biosecurity and containment
Some of the dangerous pathogens supplied by NCPV are also listed on the
UK Strategic Export Controls lists and require an export licence if shipped
outside the EU.
NCPV’s expertise extends to biosecurity checks and the correct procedures
for shipping infectious substances (Division 6.2) under IATA Dangerous
Goods Regulations. Infectious substances are divided into the following
categories for shipping:
•
•
•

Category A – UN2814 – Infectious substance, affecting humans
Category A – UN2900 – Infectious substance, affecting animals
Category B – UN3373 – Biological substance Category B

NCPV viruses are packaged, labelled and are supplied with the required
documents that are needed to follow these regulations so that the virus
arrives safely.

Formats available
Format

Description

Frozen virus

Cryopreserved ampoule of viruses
storage temperature of ≤ -80°C

DNA

Genomic DNA extracted from
authenticated virus
storage temperature of ≤ -80°C

RNA

Genomic RNA extracted from
authenticated virus
storage temperature of ≤ -80°C
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Logistics
The best way to order is online via our website www.phe-culturecollections.org.uk.
We also accept orders by email; you can download an order form from our website with
all the details. NCPV strains are sent by courier and normally you receive your cultures
within two to five days of dispatch.
Credit card payment is not available on any NCPV product; you must have a credit account
with PHE to complete the purchase process.
NCPV strains are dispatched under the International Air Transport Association (IATA)
regulations, either as a Category A or a Category B as required. Export restrictions apply for
the supply of hazardous viruses.
A material safety data sheet (MSDS), including instructions for handling, are provided with
every NCPV order. Certificates of Analysis (CoA) are available on each virus from our website.

Global distribution
NCPV viruses can be distributed worldwide. The map below shows our current distribution.
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Logistics
Our authenticated virus reference materials are picked directly from our validated ultra low
temperature freezers onto dry ice. The reference samples are carefully inspected before being
sealed into UN specialised transport packaging. Dry ice overpacks are used to ensure that
the packaged authenticated samples are shipped at the required temperature both within the
UK and overseas for up to 10 days to reach you in the best possible condition.

Picking and packing process for Category A and Category B viruses

Category B
Biological substances, not Category A

Category A
Infectious substance, affecting humans or animals
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Benefits of depositing strains
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

free of charge to deposit into NCPV
straightforward process to deposit
you retain Intellectual Property Rights on the material
access your deposited strains any time and without charge*
the research community can reproduce and build on your work more readily
easier to fulfil your obligation to make strains available after publication
helps to raise the profile of your peer-reviewed publications by requiring
other users to cite original work
international dispatch is managed for you, including biosecurity and
licence requirements
we will independently authenticate the identity of your strains
the virus can be made available through flexible release dates. For
example, you can request a virus to be distributed only after you have
published your paper
additional depositor release conditions can be incorporated into each
instance of supply, if required
your work will continue to be available to future generations of researchers

*shipping charges may apply
Contact CultureCollections.NCPV@phe.gov.uk for more information

“We have an ongoing
collaboration with NCPV
that has proved very
useful. We’re regularly
asked for some of the
specialist strains we hold,
and having NCPV take
care of all the export
licences and checks
required is great. Their
standard Terms and
Conditions replace the
need for custom Material
Transfer Agreements
which also speeds up
the distribution process.
We’re definitely going to
deposit additional strains
with NCPV.”
Allen Roberts, High
Containment Microbiology
Lead, Public Health
England
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How to deposit
The process for depositing virus cultures is relatively simple and requires
a dialogue between the depositor and NCPV. This is essential to ensure
that relevant biosafety and culture information is passed on, and allows the
depositor to clarify any restrictions they wish to place on the distribution of
their virus strains. The system is deliberately flexible in order for NCPV and
end users to meet depositor requirements.
Potential depositor contacts NCPV requesting deposit
OR
NCPV contacts potential depositor e.g. following a literature search
Discussions eg
• Are the viruses suitable for
NCPV?
• what metadata can be
provided?
• are there any restrictions
or requirements on
distribution?

Paperwork
• deposit form – viruses
• biohazard risk assessment
form – viruses
• any supplementary
information

Virus is accepted into NCPV
Depositor sends samples of virus to NCPV via recognised courier
This can be arranged and paid for by Culture Collections if necessary
NCPV prepares initial bank, performs Quality Control testing,
and writes Certificate of Analysis
Draft Certificate of Analysis of initial bank is sent to depositor for approval
Strain is listed as a new catalogue entry online and promoted
via our website
If required, NCPV can make regular reports back to depositor eg instances
of supply, requests for supply, commercial enquiries etc.
Deposit forms can be downloaded from our website
www.phe-culturecollections.org.uk/forms
If you have difficulty obtaining dry ice or shipping infectious material to
NCPV, please contact us for assistance.
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The NCPV 500 project
Culture Collections is delivering a five-year project in collaboration with
the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute (WTSI). This project will include next
generation sequencing on the Illumina platform of 500 complete virus
genomes from within the NCPV collection. Assembled and annotated
genome sequences will be publicly accessible via a comprehensive
web-based e-Resource. The availability of bioinformatic metadata, as well
as actual biological material, will enable several public health benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•

interpreting patterns of viral transmission and evolution, through better
understanding of short-term and long-term mutation rates
studying emerging diseases
making it easier for researchers to link the phenotypic properties of the
organisms to their genes and transfer this knowledge to other pathogens
support strain authentication, share their genomic characteristics via
public databases and support indexing and accessioning of these strains
for public access and supply
creating a foundation for biomedical research and discovery
bringing about fundamental changes in science as a pathway for novel
applications of this information

Detection of
unknown viral
pathogens

Influence
taxonomic
classification
of viruses

Outbreak
control

Detection of
viral mutations

Detection of
tumour viruses

Discovery of
novel viruses

Safety and
quality control
of vaccines and
bio products

Diagnosis and
treatment of
viral infections

Monitoring
evolution
of anti-viral
resistance

Investigation of
viral integration
sites in host
genomes

Epidemiology of
viral infections
and viral
evolution

Understanding
viral genes in
infection
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Zika Forest, Uganda
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Safe deposits
NCPV offers a number of services such as safe deposit storage of viruses
at Containment Level 2 or 3. This provides a safe, secure, temperaturecontrolled back-up to your own storage facility. We can store at a range of
temperatures, from liquid nitrogen through to +10°C. There is an annual
charge for this service, and samples can be retrieved whenever you require.

Commercial applications
We welcome enquiries concerning the use of NCPV strains in commercial
products that are designed to improve the quality of virology testing,
particularly in the clinical diagnostic sector. We will work with the original
depositors of the virus strains to facilitate their availability under licence for
a range of products, such as those that provide standards, and also for
inclusion in proficiency testing samples.
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Patents
Intellectual property offices world-wide require that the written disclosure
for identification of a new microorganism be supplemented by the deposit
of that microorganism in a recognised International Depository Authority
(IDA), according to the Budapest Treaty. The World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO) administers the Budapest Treaty, which contains the
regulations on the international recognition of the deposit of microorganisms
for the purposes of patent procedure.
The European Collection of Authenticated Cell Cultures (ECACC) is a
registered IDA. NCPV stores and carries out viability testing on virus patent
deposits on behalf of ECACC.
Every patent deposit is assigned a unique accession number on arrival at
Culture Collections. Accession numbers are provisional until the virus patent
has proved viable. We will accept and store microorganisms deposited with
us for the full period specified in the Treaty (at least 30 years or five years
after the most recent request for a sample whichever is the later).
We will release (furnish) samples of deposited microorganisms only to
those entitled to receive them. This requires authorisation from the original
depositor or the relevant Patent Office where the original patent application
was filed.

Related links
World Intellectual Property Organization
www.WIPO.int
Guide to the Deposit of Microorganisms under the Budapest Treaty
www.WIPO.int/budapest
Patent deposit service
www.phe-culturecollections.org.uk/patentdepositservice

If you have any enquiries on safe deposits, patents or commercial
applications please contact us on
CultureCollections.BusinessE@phe.gov.uk
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Guidelines for making your own
virus stocks
NCPV viral strains are shipped in plastic cryopreservation vials on dry ice. On
receipt of the frozen material, thaw and inoculate the agent on the appropriate
cell line immediately, or store the vial at ≤ -80°C +/- 5°C.
We recommend that you refer to the Material Safety Data Sheet included in
your package and follow the necessary safety procedures for virus storage,
propagation, disposal and disinfection. All infected cultures should be
considered potentially hazardous and should be handled only in a containment
facility matching the biosafety requirements for the specific pathogen.
Personnel must have the relevant training that allows them to fully understand
both the specific hazards and corresponding safety measures linked to
pathogen handling.
The following general guideline outlines the steps required to make your own
virus stocks. Before starting, refer to the batch specific CoA for your virus,
which is available on our website. You can use your virus batch lot number
to access the appropriate one. The CoA contains relevant information and
recommendations for virus propagation. If you require any further assistance,
or information on NCPV products, please refer to the technical support pages
on our website or contact the Technical Support team.
The selection of an appropriate cell line is essential for successfully
propagating viruses. ECACC maintains and supplies over 40,000 cell lines
and we are therefore able to provide you with an appropriate cell line to grow
the viruses we distribute. Specific training on basic cell culture techniques
can also be provided on request. Please feel free to contact us about training
opportunities if you are interested.
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Getting started: cell culture and cell
culture infection
As a general rule cells are seeded 24-48hr before infection and should reach
80% confluence before inoculation with the virus. Please be aware that cell
confluency requirements may vary for specific viruses.
When the cells are ready for infection, thaw the virus quickly and inoculate
the cells with the appropriate virus dilution following standard procedures.
An uninfected flask of cells should also be prepared as a negative control.
Incubate cell cultures under the appropriate conditions and observe them
regularly for signs of infection. When the desired level of infection is reached
(i.e. when cytopathic effect (CPE) appears) collect and process the cells
(and/or supernatant) for subsequent passages or storage.
We recommend storing the virus at ≤ -80°C +/- 5°C and to keep freeze/
thawing cycles to a minimum to ensure optimal virus viability.
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NCPV charges
NCPV is unusual in that the collection is not subsidised significantly by the
government or other external bodies so must recover operating costs by
charging for the cultures and services. NCPV exists to provide a trustworthy
source of authenticated viruses for use in scientific studies and our aim is
to make the virus cultures as accessible as possible. We recognise that
scientists will be deterred from using NCPV cultures if charges for cultures
and services are too high. We acknowledge that shipping costs can be
expensive, particularly for high containment viruses and try to minimise those
wherever possible although this is a cost that is largely outside of our control.
PHE is a not-for-profit organisation. Our prices reflect essential operating
components such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

staff costs, essential to maintain and develop NCPV
biosecurity and safety compliance requirements
authentication and quality control tests
preservation and storage of the cultures
logistics, necessary to transport the cultures globally and ensure they are
delivered safely and efficiently
communication channels to support the users and general scientific
community – including the maintenance and improvement of the
online catalogue

Scientists who deposit their virus cultures with the collection can retrieve
their strains free-of-charge.
NCPV scientists can provide advice on how to maintain stock cultures within
user laboratories to help to reduce the cost of maintaining authentic cultures.

Technical support and customer service
NCPV staff can provide accurate advice and intelligent information about
the materials or services that you require. We have a technical helpline for
all culture collection users that can connect you with the person bestqualified to respond to each individual query.
+44 (0)1980 612684
culturecollections.technical@phe.gov.uk
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